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When the Imam falsely accuses Bint
Allah of adultery and sentences
her to death by stoning, he is not
prepared for what happens next.
This poetic novel is a call to arms
against those who use religion as a
weapon against women.

Following a surprise conversation
with a stranger at an art exhibition,
Bahiah begins her journey to selfdiscovery. Two Women in One tells
the powerful story of a modern
Middle Eastern woman’s quest for
emancipation and dignity.

Distinguished literary critic Bodour
is trapped in a loveless marriage
and carries with her a dark secret.
She fell in love in her youth and
gave birth to an illegitimate
daughter, Zeina, whom she
abandoned on the streets of Cairo.
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The Dramatic Literature of
Nawal El Saadawi

A woman is trapped in a manmade web, unable to escape from
a male figure who continually fills
urns that she must carry. Surreal
and satirical, Love in the Kingdom
of Oil is a startling reflection on
the limits of female freedom in a
patriarchal society.

Written in her twenties when
Nawal El Saadawi was studying in
Cairo, Memoirs of a Woman Doctor is
the searing coming-of-age story of
a woman striving for freedom in a
male-dominated world. This classic
feminist novel remains as thoughtprovoking today as when it was
first published.
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El Saadawi’s plays God Resigns
and Isis incorporate key themes
in her work: that all religions are
inimical to women and the poor,
that the oppression of women is
reprehensible and not uniquely
characteristic of the Middle East
or the ‘Third World’, and that free
speech is fundamental.

